Santa Catalina Island, located just off the coast of Los Angeles, provides a microcosm in which to investigate how prehistoric people utilized and managed essential resources within a well-defined area. Since 2007, the Pimu Catalina Island Archaeology Project (PCIAP) has been expanding the knowledge of inter- and intravillage relationships and cultural life of the Catalina islanders by re-analyzing previous research and identifying new cultural spaces while working with members of the Gabrielino (Tongva) community. Previous interpretations do not adequately explain the distribution, quantity, or variety of cultural phenomena identified across the island. Prior investigations invoked models of cultural ecology to explain how the island environment influenced human behavior. However, it is equally important to recognize how human behavior has shaped the island environment itself. PCIAP has incorporated landscape theory into its research design in order to evaluate the dynamic and interdependent relationships that islanders maintained with the physical and cultural dimensions of their environments. By examining trails and pathways, the landscape alterations that link people and resources, PCIAP hopes to better understand how these connections, both physical and social, were constructed and maintained.
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